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Meridional light path function and coma transfer 
for corrected holographic concave gratings

R e i n e r G u t h e r

Central Institute for Optima and Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of the GDR, 
1199 Berlin-Adlershof, Rudower Chaussee 5, GDR.

The general fora of the light path function for corrected holographic concave 
gratings in the meridional cut up to the third order in the transverse grating 
coordinate, using both aspheric wavefronts and aspheric grating supports for 
grating record is calculated. From this light path function one obtains a for
mula which describes the change of the third order part ( comatic part) of the 
incident wavefront by the grating. Together with the focussing properties of 
the grating this gives the possibility for treating optical systems containing 
gratings.

1. Introduction

In optios the paraxial approximation Is a useful first step for the 
treatment of a system. An Interesting possibility for suoh a treat
ment is the formalism of the ABCD-matrix In the resonator theory [1],
In the framework of this theory the local transformation of the par
axial properties (curvature) of the wavefront by an optical surfaoe is 
followed by the transformation of these properties in a homogeneous 
medium to the next optical surfaoe and so on.

If the optical surfaoe is a ooncave grating the transformation of 
the paraxial properties can be derived from the focussing formulae 
given for classical conoave gratings by BEUTLER (2] and for holograph
ic concave gratings in [31· In the paper [61 the formulation in the 
framework of the ABCD-matrix was given.

Practical experiences in the correction of holographlo gratings show 
that the paraxial properties of a grating are not sufficient for ob
taining good correction, because at least oomatlo properties should 
be included. This is also valid for systems.

We follow the paraxial method «transformation by a surfaoe-propaga
tion in a medium - transformation by the next surface" and try the
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sane method for the oomatic part (third power of the wavefront ex- 
pane ion).

The third-order properties of a holographlo grating are determined 
by the third-order properties of the wavefronts used for producing 
this grating and by the third-order properties of the grating support. 
Therefore, we add to the usual second-order terms (parabolio wavefronts 
which approximate spherioal waves) the coefficients of the third power 
of a coordinate perpendicularly to the propagation direction of the 
oentral ray of the wavefront. Such wavfefronts can be generated by ob
lique passage of optical elements (for Instance, corrected holographlo 
gratings).

The idea of our calculations 1st A wavefront with paraxial and coma- 
tic properties is given. Then we look for the paraxial and comatic 
properties of this wavefront after diffraction by the grating. Finally, 
we need the propagation of such a wavefront in a medium ("free spaoe").

Then we have the tool to construct systems, up to the third order. A 
simple example of a system will be the classical Czerny-Turner-mount- 
ing.

The above explained inclusion of the third-order coefficients in 
the production of gratings is a further step for the extension of the 
conception of "deformed wavefronts" which up to the paraxial approxi
mation was given in [-6] and in a constructive way - in [51. The new 
third-order coefficients in the light path function can be used for 
the oorreotion of the coma of a grating or of a system.

The inclusion of the mentioned deformations has another aspect. The 
computer-controlled ruling engine of HARADA [43 has a great flexi
bility because'it is able to generate the groove ourvatures by a com
puter programme· Comparing this technique with the usual holographlo 
production we have to take into aocount that the two point-sources of 
holographlo production offer a system of interference patterns whloh 
consists of ellipsoids or hyperboloids. This optically possible sys
tem of interefernoe patterns can be generalized by adding comatic parts 
to the wavefronts. Wo do not know to what extent a reasonable defor
mation of optical wavefronts can offer the results given in [43, 
but the point souroe is not the last possibility of optics.

As a first step we treat in this paper the meridional cut of a 
grating, because the meridional coma is the aberration of third order 
whloh is oorreoted first. The more complicated calculations includ
ing the sagittal coma are under investigation.
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2. Formulation of the aberration expansion

The usual formulation of the light path funotlon A Is represented In 
Pig* 1· Two spherical wares, emitted by the point souroes C and D, 
interfere on the grating support and yield the grating pattern. If we 
illuminate the recorded grating by point source A we obtain image B 
whloh is mostly disturbed by aberration. The usual light path func
tion is written in the form

A *  AM + BM -  (CM -  DM). (1 )
X0

X

fig. 1. Usual production 
and usa of corrected con
cave gratings

Equation (1) means that the optioal path from A via M to B is to 
be oorreoted by the phase change whioh must be taken into aooount -if M 
varies from groove to groove. Point M on the grating sunfaoe is deter
mined by the coordinates and ZM and by the surface equation X^ ■ X^ 
(YM»ZM )* we loolc for the meridional part of the light path function 
we specify « 0. This specification does not mean that we out the 
real spectral line beoause the sagittal ooma also contributes to the 
line width. Our aim is to calculate meridional focussing and merid
ional coma.

In Figure 2 we demonstrate the general scheme for record and use of 
gratings which will be treated in the meridional.out up to the third 
order. Between A, .B, C, D and G there are optioal systems. G has 
an aspherical part in the X*Y plane. Obviously, the light path funo-
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tioa has again the fora (1), 
where AM means the optical 
path length.

If M is given, the calcu
lation of the optloal path 
through the general optloal 
system is difficult. There
fore, we reduce the calculation 
of AS to a looal expansion 
of the wavefront at point 0. 
The procedure is explained in

fig. 2. Concave grating generated by 
aapherical wavefronts on an aspherical 
grating support

Fig. 3. If the light starts in A it generates an aspherical wave- 
front W whioh contains point 0. The optical path length from A to 
wavefront W has the oonstant values 1. for all points A on W.

This means

AM » AM + 1A. (2)

Combining (2) and the equiva
lent decompositions for BM,
CM and DM with (1), we oan 
omit the oonstant terms 1A , 
lg, lc and lp, since they are 
oonstant during a variation of 
point M. Therefore, AM is the 
important term, i.e., a looal 
formulation of the problem is 
possible.
Fig· 3,Reduction of the optical path 
length All to the local path length AM

Sinoe we treat the problem to the third order o n l y ,  we e x u a n d  t h e  
wavefront perpendicularly to its principal ray. traversing p o i n t  0 ,

a9 A-
Aa i* BA Y- O)
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A  Ain the X-Y coordinate system, the X-axis of which is directed from. 0 
t'o A. is called the "parabolio part" (■ 1 A a  1A - ef
fective radius of curvature of the wavefront), and BA - the "comatio 
part"· If we require eq. (3), we know that a ray starting from point 
A is located perpendicularly on the wavefront W and traverses the 
grating support at point M. We can oonstruot the normal to W at 
point A. The intersection point M of this normal with the grating 
surfaoe G oan be calculated. Through the inversion of the series 
we can express the coordinates of A by XM and Y^. Henoe, AM Is 
available as function of XM and YM# Taking into account Xĵ  m 
* XM^M^ “ Aff XM “ BG YM* a g * 1/2R» and R radius of ourvature 
of the grating support, AM is a function of only. Similar lengthy 
though simple calculations with the help of differential geometry pro
vide equivalent formulae for BM, CM and DM, where (3) must be ohanged 
in a corresponding manner.

Then we obtain the light path funotion

A « AM + BM - ~  (CM - DM)
X0

» YM [ - sina - sinp - ~  < - siny + sin & > j
* *M [ ----V 08 * + -ZT' ~ ® 9

. A„ C03 y . + A„ oos &>
21e
A

21B
sina cos a

cosa sina + -----7----
21?

- B& cosa + BA cos^a

G __a . Sing ooŝ p _ Y3 fttsao . -a __3C- —  cosp sinp + ---— *■
h i

BG cosp + Bg oos-'p

- -—  <, - —  cosy 
X0 ln

sin-f cos y ~s in  f  + ------ g-------- -  bg oos y + Bc oos-’y

(4)

+ oos6 sin6 - ■■ln··̂ 0·0·· + Br cos 6 — B^ cos^6>^ «5
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Except for the well known aberration terms, here there are new con
tributions with the coefficients B& , BA , Bg, Bc and Bg. Their souroes 
are the oomatlo parts produoed by the optical systems used and by the 
grating support· In {4} new parameters are available for the correc
tion of gratings. The light path function for ourred transmission grat· 
ings and for gratings produced by a "backside technique" oan be easily 
derived from (4) by multiplying the terms of eq. (1) by the correspond
ing index of refraction and by changing some signs.

3. Transfer of the meridional coma
The'transfer (transformation) of the first order of YM of eq. (4) is 
given by a change in the direction of the principal ray which passes 
point 0 in accordance with the grating equation. The transfer of 
the second order in YM is given by the meridional focussing distance 
lg2 which results from demanding that the corresponding bracket in 
(4) be equal to zero. This transfer can be formulated by the ABCD- 
matrlx (61.

A transfer of the comatic part (third order of YM ) would be very 
useful for Implementing gratings in multielement optical systems. If 
we know the "incident oomatlo part" BA we look for the oomatlo part

of the wave leaving the grating. This oomatlo part is equal to that 
oomatlo part whloh had to be compensated by the system Sg in Fig. 2 
in order to obtain an image with vanishing coma in B. Therefore, we 
demand that the bracket at Yjjj in (4) be equal to zero. This yields
V The procedure of the transfer of the third-order aberration is equi
valent to the transfer in the first and seoond orders, where p and 
lg were oaloulated also by equating factors of powers of YM (in 
brackets) to zero. A control possibility for the calculation of Bg 
is a ray tracing conneoted with the calculation of the new wavefront 
from the optical path along the rays.

The treatment of multielement systems requires the transfer of the 
coioatlo part in a homogeneous medium without optical elements.

In Figure 4 we show a wavefront which propagates from U to V with 
the centre of curvature in P. At U the wavefront has the shape

X' « Ag Y2 + Bg Y3 (5)

and at V the shape
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X . Ay i2 + By Y3 (II

omitting a constant. From (■ 1/2R, H - radius of ourvature) there! 
follows Ay « 1 /2 (R — ) m (R/(R - X.j))Ap. This is transfer of the
second order. The calculation of By requires to start with the ware-

front at U and to proceed along distanoe X1 to’ V. The new ware- 
front at V oan be derired by means of differential geometry (oalou- 
latIon of the normal direction). The expansion of the new wavefront 
yields By. After an extended calculation we get the equation

By n (R/(R - Xy))3 Bp. (7)

4. Example: the Czerny - Turaer - mounting
For example we derive the formula of Fastle» Reader» Shafer et al.[7] 
for the Czerny-Turner-raounting (Fig. 5). The light starting from a slit 
A propagates via concave mirror B, plane grating C and oonvave minx 
ror D to the reoeiver E, where we require the meridional coma to be 
equal to zero for a selected wavelength of the light» determined by the 
angles ctg and 0 at the grating. All the elements used are spec
ial oases of corrected concave gratings (concave mlrrort order k · 0, 
plane grating: all focussing distanoes and R — ►<»). From A to B
ho ooma results. At 3 the conoave mirror generates the oomatic part
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Fig* 5* Classical Ciemy-Turner 
—mounting

BB
slnS

21 a  c o s o ,,
1

R 1 cosam
(8)

(specification of the grating generated coma) or taking into account 
the collimation of the leaving bundle

BB
311» m

R* cos^a_ i m
(9)

From B to C there is no change in the value of the ooma, because 
from eq. (7), with R— ► «>, we get the transfer factor 1. Specifying 
the generated coma for a plane grating we obtain at C

BB - -
oos3a
---3cos p H-

( 10)

From C to D there is no change in the coma again. The coma coeffi
cient generated at D

b b ' BB +
3ingm 

R| cos3a'n
(1 1)

should be equal to zero for grating no coma at E. If we combine the 
equations (9), (10) and,(11) with Bg « 0 we obtain
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since; r | f oosa^ c p s a ^
8lnaB Rj \ OOSfî  cosPg /

(12)

wherein R 1 and Rg are the radii of curvature of both oonoare mirrors. 
This formula is well known from literature. Here it was very simply
derived by specializing our general formulae.

5. D iscussion
The derived expansion of the meridional part of the light path func
tion to the third order is the most general formula whioh describes 
the use of aspherical grating supports and aspherioal wavefronts. By 
means of a practical example the usefulness of the formalism was dem
onstrated for the precalculation of optical systems to the third order 
containing gratings. The formalism also lnoludes the generation of 
deformed wavefronts, which we need for the production of suoh grating^, 
by mirror, gratings and other optical surfaces.
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й. СОТНЕЙ

МЕРЩИОНАЛЬНЫЕ ФУНКЦИИ ОПТИЧЕСКОЙ Д Л И Ш  ПУТИ, А ТАКЖЕ ПЕРЕНОС КОМЫ 
В СЛУЧАЕ ПРОКОРРЕКТИРОВАННЫХ ВОГНУТЫХ РЕШЕТОК ГОЛОГРАММЫ
IОпределен общий вид функции оптической длины пути для прокорректированных вогнутых голографических решеток в меридиональном сечении вплоть до третьего порядка при использовании поперечных координат сетки. Расчеты выполнены для случая, когда как волновые фронты, так и основание решетки были сферичеокими. Исходя из полученных таким образом функций оптической длины .пути была выведена формула, определяющая изменение члена третьего порядка (член комы), происходящее на решетке для падающего волнового фронта. Это дает, наряду с фокусирующими свойствами решетки, также возможность рассмотрения оптических систем, с од ерж'чих решетки.


